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Abstract
Motivated by the autologistic model for analysis of spatial binary data on the two
dimensional lattice we develop ecient computational methods for calculating the
normalising constant for models for discrete data dened on the cylinder and lattice
Because the normalising constant is generally unknown analytically statisticians have
developed various ad hoc methods to overcome this diculty Our aim in this paper
is to provide computationally and statistically ecient methods for calculating the
normalising constant so that ecient likelihoodbased statistical methods are then
available for inference We extend the socalled transition method to nd a feasible
computational method of obtaining the normalising constant for the cylinder boundary
condition To extend the result to the free boundary condition on the lattice we use an
ecient path sampling Markov chain Monte Carlo scheme The methods are generally
applicable to association patterns other than spatial such as clustered binary data
and to variables taking three or more values described by for example Potts models
Keywords autologistic distribution Gibbs distribution Ising model Markov chain
Monte Carlo path sampling Potts model transition method
 Introduction
The autologistic model of Besag  	
 is a popular choice for data analysis when a
spatial component is involved for example Preisler 
 Augustin et al 
 Wu and
Huer 
 However it is an awkward model because the normalising constant is generally
unknown analytically To overcome this problem approximate methods such as estimating
equations pseudolikelihood or coding Besag 
 are used Our aim in this paper is to
provide computationally and statistically ecient methods for calculating the normalising
constant and hence ecient statistical methods for inference The methods we introduce
can also be applied to related exponential family distributions such as socalled quadratic
exponential binary distributions eg Zhao and Prentice  and Molenberghs and Ryan
 









 to association patterns other than spatial such as clustered binary data and to
discrete or categorical variables taking three or more values For a nonspatial application
of an exponential family model to DNA ngerprint data Geyer and Thompson 
 and
discussants Green 
 and Smith 
 give details of Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods used for inference
In statistical mechanics and statistical physics where the normalising constant is known
as the partition or energy function eort has been directed towards numerical schemes for
its evaluation Current statistical physics research concerns various nonregular shapes and
boundary conditions for the related Ising model for example Jensen et al 
 The torus
boundary condition is extensively studied as it provides a stationary setup for a nite lattice
which is not available for the free boundary condition Besag 	
 Here we consider the
autologistic distribution on a regular lattice with two dierent boundary conditions namely
free and cylinder For the cylinder boundary condition the last column and rst column are
assumed neighbours For the free boundary condition the case often considered in statistical
applications no such constraints are placed on boundary rows and columns
We extend the transition method of Baxter 
 for the Ising model to general discrete
Kvalued distributions to nd a feasible computational analytic matrix method of obtaining
the normalising constant for the cylinder condition The matrix analytic method for anm n
withm the smaller dimension




direct computation which is OK
mn





We use the Monte Carlo computational scheme known as path sampling eg Gelman
and Meng 
 and analytic results for the cylinder to derive a highly ecient Monte Carlo
scheme to obtain estimates of the normalising constant for the lattice with the free boundary
condition As a consequence likelihood and Bayesian inference for the autologistic model and
related exponential family distributions are feasible avoiding the need for ad hoc methods
Our approach is distinct from the maximum likelihood method of Gu and Zhu 
 where
the computational challenge is to approximate derivatives of the lognormalising constant
using MCMC Our results should be useful in spatial data analysis image processing and
statistical modelling generally where autologistic or related models apply
In Section  we review the autologistic distribution and path sampling In Section  we
give a proof for the normalising constant matrix analytic result for the cylinder In Section
	 we give eciency results for the Gaussian conditional autoregressive model and show that
the predicted orders of magnitude improvement in eciency are realised In Section  we
demonstrate the eciency of our method for the autologistic model and the eciencies are
found to exceed those for the Gaussian conditional autoregressive model Section  gives an
illustration of how the results could be used in statistical analysis and the paper concludes
with a general discussion
 The autologistic model and path sampling
  The autologistic model
Let x  fx
ij
g i       m j       n be observations of a binary spatial process at mn
sites on a regular lattice of size m   n taking values   rather than the usual   This

allows for a more parsimonious parameterisation and avoids problems of noninvariance when
 and  are interchanged We assume without loss of generality that m is less than or equal
to n We write the unnormalised autologistic distribution on the cylinder in exponential
family form Geyer and Thompson 
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 is the overall sum of variables The rst term of V
f
x
 is the sum of nearest neighbour
products within columns while the second term is the analogous sum within rows The
subscript f  denotes freeboundary lattice points Finally V
c
x
 denotes the sum of neigh
bour products between the rst and last columns Here the subscript c denotes cylindrical
lattice points We could further generalise the model to allow for varying spatial association
by multiplying each sum in V
f
x
 by a dierent parameter Putting 
c
  gives the stan





gives the cylinder condition where the rst and last columns of the lattice




becoming a Kvector of counts of values of x
ij




























where  is a measure for example a counting measure For the discrete autologistic model





  and 
c
  equation 
 corresponds to the free boundary Ising model
   Path sampling










 for a xed value of 

 For ease of notation we will normally omit
reference to 






The literature on nding normalising constants for probability functions is substantial
see Evans and Swartz  Section 	
 or especially Gelman and Meng 
 Our


























see for example Ripley  page 	
 or Ogata 
 The problem of evaluating this
ratio and hence z
a
 










 parameter space Note that z 
 is known as this is the normalising








plane can also be used to calculate the integral 
 in the 
f
dimension We rst








 for t    with 


































Path sampling approximates this integral by drawing samples of x
 along the path t

and is explained in detail in Gelman and Meng 

Crucially however having introduced 
c




























 is the normalising constant for the cylinder condition and can be calculated






































The major proposition of this paper is that use of the indirect path integral 
 combined
with the matrix analytical result for the cylinder section 
 will yield computationally and
statistically more ecient estimates of log z
a
 
 than the direct path integral 
 An
indication of the eciency of the indirect path can be obtained by considering the number




 a sum of n  
m  




thus a sum of m terms Generally therefore the variance of V
c
x
 will be somewhat less
than the variance of V
f
x















 whereas if the terms

















is only possible to use enumeration to investigate the situation for trivially small lattices For
larger lattices we use two approaches In Section 	 the equivalent Gaussian autoregressive
model is used to investigate variances of equivalent statistics In Section  multiple MCMC
runs are used to estimate the variances
	
 Matrix methods for ecient normalising constant
calculation on the cylinder
We consider a general categorical Kvalued distribution on an m   n lattice with m  n
which can be factorised as a product of functions of adjacent columns where the rst and
last columns are considered adjacent We prove that the normalising constant of such a
distribution can be found using computational matrix analytic methods The autologistic
model dened by equation 
 as well as Potts models for categorical x
ij
 where the sucient
statistics involve similarities between near neighbours on the array are specic examples





matrix so is feasible if K
m
 	 This is satised for example by
K   m   K   m   and K  	 m   The method of proof is motivated by
Baxter  Chapter 
 where an exact result for the the partition function for the two
parameter Ising model is obtained involving analytic expressions for eigenvalues
 The theorem
Let x  fx
ij
 i       m j      ng be aKvalued array with x
ij
takingK discrete values




     b
K




     x
mj

 j       n
Let the set of all possible values of x
j
be denoted by the set A  fa
 
     a
N





to be identically equal to x
n
imposing the cylinder boundary condition
Theorem Suppose the unnormalised distribution qxj












for a given positive real function h 
 dened on the set A   A Then the normalising
constant for qxj
 is given by trQ
n

 where Q is an N   N matrix with its kth row
Q
k 
































for k       N 












We now partition the lattice into columns x
 
    x
n


























































 giving the required result that the normal
ising constant is trQ
n

 This completes the proof
Comment  Computational simplication occurs because the matrix Q has strictly
positive elements and therefore Q is irreducible The PerronFrobenius matrix theorem
applies so that Q can be diagonalised Q  H
  








 Thus all that is required is that the eigenvalues of Q
be found
Comment  The theorem applies to the distribution given by 




and equal to 
 
 say in expression 	
 We take h 





































The rst factor on the right handside above only involves x
 





or respectively within column and between column functions
Comment  A general form for h 





















giving within column relationships and h

giving between column relationships The
result can be applied more generally than just to spatial models where only near neighbours
enter into the relationships For example the array could represent clustered binary data x
j























































gives relationships within a cluster and h

a relationship between a variable at two
subsequent times For example Molenberghs and Ryan 
 consider exponential family
models for multivariate binary data
Comment  To nd the normalising constant on the cylinder for the autologistic model





transition matrix Q For computational details see Press et al  sections

 and  for reduction to Hessenberg form and then use of the QR algorithm If a




     
L















 number of operations This would generally be the case for larger values of n where
for n tending to  the value of L tends to 
 Eciencies of path sampling estimates for Gaussian
autoregressions
The main proposition of this paper is that evaluating 
 by Monte Carlo and using the cylin
der result of section  leads to far more ecient estimates of log z
a
 
 than evaluating 

by Monte Carlo However to investigate how well we can estimate each expectation other
than by replicating MCMC chains
 necessitates replacing the expectation by a variance
following Gelman and Meng  Section 	 equation 
 For the binary autologistic
modelthere is no analytic expression for the variance necessitating multiple simulations
However this is not the case with the Gaussian conditional autoregressive CAR
 model
eg Besag 	
 or Cressie 
 In this case we can nd explicit expressions for the
variances of the sucient statistics V x
 using standard multivariate Gaussian theory and
hence expressions for the variances of the path integrals Gelman and Meng 
 Here
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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    		 
  	  	 
   	 	 
   	 	 
  	 	  
Table  Variances of path integrals for the Gaussian CAR model with lattices of dierent
sizes dened in terms of rows columns
The relative eciency of the cylinder scheme compared with the free boundary scheme
can be dened as the ratio of the two average variances and is given in Table  The relative
eciency appears to depend only on the number of columns with the relative eciency being
approximately equal to the number of columns for both choices of row size The average




 being a sum over the rst and last columns The average variance for the free
boundary path integral increases linearly with the number of columns n for a given number

of rows consistent with V
f
x
 being a sum over the entire lattice Since we expect a similar
relationship between the path variances to hold for the autologistic model we propose that
substantially more ecient estimates of the autologistic normalising constant can be made
using the cylinder path integral instead of the freeboundary path integral In the next
section we conrm this using MCMC
 MCMC approach
Following closely the discussion in Gelman and Meng  Section 



















and note that the approach to estimate 
 is trivially similar Choosing a grid of equally
spaced 
c
values along the path of integration parallel to the 
c
axis
 we construct for each
such 
c





 using the Metropolis










an ergodic average of values V
c
x
 from this distribution The integral 
 is then estimated
















































Initially the Markov chain is burnt in for model parameters corresponding to the beginning
of the path with  sweeps through the lattice Then  samples are drawn each after
another full sweep through the lattice The chain parameters are then adjusted for the
next location along the path Since this point is close by in parameter space a burnin of
 sweeps through the lattice is sucient followed by  sample draws This process is
repeated until expectations have been computed for all points on the path
A more ecient approach might be to draw samples x 
c




















































































 Thus to obtain samples x 
c

 we can alternately sample x and

c

















 ordered increasingly by the 
c
s could be used to numerically
estimate the integral 
 The obvious advantage of this approach is that a single chain is
used to calculate the integral 
 as opposed to multiple chains one for each value of the
grid of  values and that the problem of burnin statistical precision and programming
are consolidated within a single chain However for the free boundary case our experience
is that such an MCMC sampler does not mix well This agrees with the observations of
Gelman and Meng 
 who warn that z
f

 may vary over several orders of magnitude
in the regions of 
f














 in such regions
 Results
Using a dierent seed for the random number generator each time the path integrals with





  The average value and standard deviation of the path
integrals were then computed the standard deviation taken as an estimate of the standard
error of the path integral evaluated as outlined The results are shown in Table  and
replicate the earlier results given in Table  that the eciency for xed m is proportional













Lattice size Mean Standard error Mean Standard error Eciency
   	    
   	   	 	
  	 	    
   	 	   
Table  Estimates of path integrals using MCMC Means and standard deviations of the
estimates are calculated from  independent runs of the MCMC chain Eciency is the
square of the ratio of the standard errors
The computation time for each path integral is comparable determined by the time
taken to draw samples from the Markov chain However the standard errors and hence
statistical eciencies of the two integrals are substantially dierent To fairly compare the
computation time required by each method we must do so at the same standard error
The standard error can be arbitrarily improved by averaging independent repetitions of
the estimation process That is if the standard error is S after one estimation of the path
integral it will be S
p
N after N repetitions Choosing an arbitrary small standard error of
	 let S
f
represent the standard error of the EV
f
 integral and N
f
represent the number of





















represent the time taken to evaluate the path





























 path integrals respectively The relative time
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assumed equal for the approximation Values for 
 based on average computation times are
shown in Table 
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
  	  	 	 
     	 
Table  Computation times in milliseconds for the cylinder analytic result and for estimat





  Also shown is estimated computation time for path sampling from the inde
pendent case as a multiple of the time for path sampling from the cylinder result 

 where
a standard error of 	   is specied for both cases Computations were performed on
a CompaqDigital Alphaserver  with MB memory and 	 processors each running at
MHz
At the same level of standard error the cylinder analytic method followed by path sam
pling via 
 is one to two orders of magnitude faster than the standard method of path
sampling via 
 The relative reduction in computation time increases with number of
columns This eect is due to the standard error of the path integral increasing with the
number of columns for the integral of EV
f
 while the standard error for the integral of EV
c

is independent of the number of the columns
Our empirical results suggest that because the normalising constant ratio z 
z 

is about  for the cylinder integral we could replace path sampling by acceptance ratio or
bridge sampling see Gelman and Meng  Section 
 Eectively we can replace a
continuous density for 
c
by a discrete one on  and 
	 Illustration of results
In Pettitt and Low Choy 
 an experiment to investigate the eectiveness of six dierent
chemical attractants for dingoes in the wild of western Queensland is described Data are
analysed which arose from observing signs of dingo presence or absence at  sites positioned
at m intervals along a transect Data were collected for  consecutive days giving rise to
a  by  structure of data For each day by site combination binary response observations
signs of dingo presence
 were available for two locations separated by m For each location
one of six chemical attractants was applied The purpose of the experiment was to determine

the best attractant A feature of the experiment was that only about  of the sites were
visited by dingoes so that a model is introduced which considers dingo presence at a site
as a possibly unobserved process The observation model then conditions on presence or
absence of dingoes at a site Given dingo presence the observations sign or no sign at the
two locations are considered independently distributed Bernoulli random variables Given
dingo absence the observations are certain to be no sign of presence
Low Choy 
 considers various fully Bayesian analyses of the data In one analysis
the dingo presenceabsence process is given by a three parameter autologistic distribution
with the free boundary condition The fully Bayesian analysis is eected by carrying out path
sampling estimation of normalising constants for the autologistic model The autologistic
parameters were discretised so that there were  points in the discrete parameter space
The computations involved running an MCMC chain at each point in the parameter space
in order to estimate the sucient statistics for the autologistic model on the    array
a substantial computational burden
With the results of this paper the free boundary normalising constant can be approxi
mated by the cylinder result and its accuracy estimated or the approximation corrected by
the path sampling method The results of earlier sections suggest that the cylinder result by
itself will be a very good approximation as the dierence between the free boundary result
and the cylinder result involves only one column statistic out of  However it should be
noted that this error is relative on the lognormalising constant scale What is important
for the the accuracy of likelihood calculations for inference is the change over  values
 of
the absolute error on the lognormalising scale or equivalently the change over  values

of the relative error on the likelihood scale Consequently the path sampling integral should
be taken into account to estimate the error or to obtain a correction
In Low Choy 





  We investigated values of the cylinder normalising constant and the cylinder
path sample estimate for parameter values with reasonable posterior support in the region
of the mode Results are given in Table 	 where it is seen that the values of the cylinder
path sample estimate column 
 are considerably smaller than the values of the cylinder log
normalising constant However when considering the likelihood the path sampling correction





















   









   
 the multiple is e

  showing that the correction varies by a factor of
two over the region of interest Therefore even though the path sampling correction appears
relatively very small it can have a signicant eect on the posterior and similarly maximum
likelihood parameter estimation and so is necessary for accurate inference

 Discussion
In a typical statistical analysis one would only be interested in evaluating the normalising
constant where the likelihood or the posterior density was large Thus instead of drawing
 from the marginal density which is uniform one would want to draw it from the posterior






































 for a   
array Column  is found using the matrix result while column  is found using path
sampling
process that computed both the posterior and normalising constant at the same time
As mentioned previously the cylinder normalising constant can be feasibly calculated for
lattices where the smallest row or column is not greater than  However it is straightforward
to extend these results to larger lattices by splitting the large lattice into smaller sublattices
along the smallest rowcolumn Then path sampling used here to go from the cylinder to the
free boundary lattice may be used to go from the smaller lattices to the larger lattice This
would require the introduction of sucient statistics connecting the rowscolumns where the
large lattice has been split This is explained in detail in Friel and Pettitt 
 Similar
ideas apply if the boundary condition is given by xing the values of boundary positions and
therefore conditioning on them
It would be interesting to compare maximum likelihood estimation based on the ap
proaches outlined in the above paragraph with the MCMC maximum likelihood method
given by Gu and Zhu 
 where the computational challenge is to eciently estimate the
rst and second derivatives of the lognormalising constant in order to obtain an optimisa
tion scheme The cylinder result and the path sampling extensions provide a method which
is highly ecient both in statistical terms and in computational terms
Finally there is a problem of poor mixing when using MCMC to draw from an autologistic
distribution with parameter 
f
in the vicinity of a critical value which denes the socalled
phase change a transition to a region of parameter space where large contiguous sections
of the lattice become single valued In these regions the cylinder analytic method behaves
correctly whilst MCMC methods will have problems with mixing and will be very inecient
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